
ANALYSIS:  ELLIS ISLAND





THE ERA OF 
IMMIGRATION

UNIT 2  - day 7                    



“Give me your tired, your poor, 
your huddled masses yearning 
to breathe free, the wretched 
refuse of your teeming shore, 

send these, the homeless, 
tempest-tossed, to me: I lift my 

lamp beside the golden door.” 

- Emma Lazarus



WHAT IS...

THE MELTING 

POT?



MELTING POT
AMERICA:

THE

a mixture of people of 
different cultures and 

races

European, Latino, Asian, Native 
American, Pacific islander, Arab

definition

The beauty of American 
society is the diversity of 
cultural contributions The period of 1870 - 

1920 marks the 

greatest period of 

immigration in 

American History!



cool.  let’s check out...

EUROPEAN 

IMMIGRANTS



EUROPEAN IMMIGRANTS

ESCAPING RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION

20 MILLION  Europeans came 
to the US b/w 1870 & 1920!
Early: most from west & north
Later: most from east & south

REASONS FOR COMING

RISING POPULATIONS IN EUROPE

SPIRIT OF REFORM AND REVOLT



ANALYSIS:  What do you see?



NOW ON TO...

ASIAN 

IMMIGRANTS



ASIAN IMMIGRANTS

wages and work

1848:  Asians, particularly from 
China and Japan, come in droves
seek fortune in CA Gold Rush
Work for cheap on railroads, 
boom towns

REASON FOR COMING

some become miners, farmers

Hired b/c they work for less, they send 
salary home where it equates to more

By 1920, over 200,000 

Asian immigrants live 

on the West Coast



ok. now what about...

IMMIGRATION 

STATIONS



ELLIS ISLAND

Immigration station & checkpoint 
in New York on the east coast

20% detained, 2% sent home

Had to pass a health inspection

CONDITIONS

Arrival point for Europeans

Had to have at least $25

Had to pass a literacy test

Had to have proper paperwork



ANALYSIS:  What do you see?



ANGEL ISLAND

Immigration station & checkpoint 
in California on the west coast

VERY STRICT, prejudice entry

Subject to harsh interrogation 
by US Government officials

CONDITIONS

Arrival point for Asians

Inspectors decided entry, not 
tests
Detainees held in filthy shacks



ANALYSIS:  What do you see?



lastly, let’s look at

PROBLEMS FOR 

NEW IMMIGRANTS



CULTURE SHOCK
SURVIVING

PANIC & CONFUSION FACED 
FROM LIVING IN A STRANGE 
SOCIETY W/ NEW CUSTOMS 

AND BELIEFS

hiked rent, inflated prices, 
thieves and robbery

definition

Allowed Americans to take 
advantage of immigrants 

To survive, immigrants moved 
to ethnic communities

Ethnic communities 

allowed immigrants 

to work, live, and 

worship w/ their own 

people!



nativism
overcoming

anti-immigrant sentiment 
and favoritism toward 

native-born white 
americans

those that didn’t faced the 
wrath & prejudice of nativists

definition

Most immigrants assimilated 
into American culture

Nativists generally 

hated southern & 
eastern Europeans 

and Asians most!



anti-asian sentiment
battling

language, look, customary 
clothing was strange to Amer.

Asian immigrants faced 
discrimination more than any 
other group

Americans feared they were 
taking scarce jobs away
they were willing to work for 
less than whites
if left unchecked, this riff- 
raff would ruin America!



Chinese Exclusion Act

American labor groups lobbied 
to end Asian immigration

(1882)

anti-asian sentiment
battling

Banned permanent Chinese 
immigration to the US for 10 years
1892 - extended another 10 yrs
1902 - extended until 1943

Gentlemen’s agreement (190 7)

Diplomatic agreement b/w Japan & US
US would desegregate Ca schools 
if Japan limited emigrants to US



CLOSURE
ANALYZE THE FOLLOWING:


